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Abstract 
This paper proposes a method to conduct performance eanalysis of web applications. The behavior model is firstly 
built from log file after user navigation, then an extended state diagram is extracted from this log file, finally multiple 
Markov model is cooperated to this state diagram and the performance analysis can be obtained from the Markov 
model. Five indexes are used to measure the performance and they are: service response time, service path length, 
service utilization, service implementation rate and access error rate. Our performance analysis result will provide a 
suggestion to improve the design of web applications and optimize the services. A case study of Zhejiang Chess web 
site has been used to demonstrate the advantage of our method. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
The performance is a main concern for the designer after a web application has been implemented. 
Different approaches have been proposed in the literature for the performance analysis of web 
applications[2][3][4]. Differential models have been proposed such as finite state automaton[5], Markov 
models [2] [3] [4], etc. Most of these work focus on the design phase.  
Different from the existing work, in this paper, we attempt to build a user behavior model based on the 
log file from user navigation, and then create Markov model. Thus the performance can be obtained by 
analyzing this model.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAPIE Organization 
Committee. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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2. OBTAINING LOG FILE  
Log file records some information about the user’s access to the web site, such as access time, access 
URL, user’s IP address, user’s query information, HTTP status information, etc. There are different ways 
to get Web server log file [6]. Programs can be made according to different goals to be achieved, or just 
obtained directly from IIS server. In this paper, we choose IIS server logs. Fig 1 shows several typical 
records in an IIS server log file, and Table I displays the meaning of each field in Fig 1. 
Figure 1. Typical Records in IIS Server Log. 
Table I. Fields Name and Their Meanings 
Fields name and their meanings 
Fields Name Meanings 
date date of request 
time time of request (GMT) 
cs-method operations performed by client (i.e. Get ,Post) 
cs-uri-stem URI resource (from client) 
cs-uri-query URI query(from client) 
cs-username Name of client 
c-ip IP address of client 
cs(Referer) reference sites 
sc-status Operations interpreted With HTTP or FTP terms.
sc-win32-status Operation status interpreted in Windows terms 
sc-bytes The number of bytes sent by the server 
cs-bytes The number of bytes received by the server 
time-taken Duration of an operation (Mm sec) 
3. From web server log file to extended state diagram 
State diagram is a kind of finite state machine composed by state, transition, events and activities. 
Since finite state machine doesn’t reflect the transition frequency in a period of time, an extended state 
diagram is introduced to depict dynamic behavior of a Web site. The transition frequency between states 
is added to a regular state diagram to form an extended state diagram. As described in section 2, we have 
acquired IIS Web server log files. We have the following steps to get extended state diagram from log file. 
• Step 1. Preprocessing log file. A log file is a plane text file in which the user’s information is 
recorded chronologically. In order to describe same user’s navigation behavior, all records in 
database file are indexed on IP address, putting the same user’s access records together, just as 
shown in Fig 2. 
• Step 2. Categorizing Web pages by function. 1) From object-oriented methodology view point, 
Web server page for each web implication is equivalent to a class and each client page (i.e. 
personalized web page) is only an object of this class. So personalized web pages recorded in the 
log file can be categorized into the web page belongs to the Server page. 2) A web site can be 
modularized by function, which means a group of web pages that provide similar services are 
classified as one module. One module corresponds to one state.
• Step 3. Calculating transition frequency between states and then generating the state transition 
matrix. The following two rules are applied in the calculation. Rule 1: Only the transition 
frequency from the same IP (the same user) in one session is calculated; Rule 2: When the same 
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user takes more than 15 minutes between two clicks, these two clicks are not considered to be in 
the same session. There is no transition between the new session’s first state and the old session’s 
last state. Fig 3 shows a transition matrix.  
Figure 2.  Access Records from Same User. 
• Step 4. Building extended state diagram from transition matrix. Every nonzero figure in the matrix 
means transition frequency from one state to another. For example, the figure “100” in line five 
indicates transition frequency from state A5 to state A1, thus there will be an arrow from A5 to A1. 
Fig 4 is the corresponded extended state diagram of transition matrix in Fig 3.  
Figure 3  State Transition Matrix. 
Figure 4  Extended State Diagram. 
4. Buildding multiple  Markov Models 
4.1 Markov Models 
Markov models are probability models, suitable for non-memory case, that is, the next state depends 
only on the previous step. This feature of Markov model makes it well suited to describe the 
characteristics of user’s browse behavior in a web site.  
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Definition 4.1: M is a k-matrix with elements mi;j , where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . .,k}. mi;j means if the 
previous state is  si, then it moves to state sj at the next step with a probability denoted by mi;j . The random 
process (X0, X1,. . . ,Xk) in a finite space S=(s1, s2, . . . , sk) is called a Markov chain with a transition matrix 
M, if for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . .,k}
,)|(),,......,,|(P ,11-n111001 jiinjninnjn msXsXPsXsXsXsXsX ========= +−+
Transition matrix M satisfies the following two conditions:  







jim , for all  i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . .,k}     (2) 
4.2 Establishment of User Behavior Models 
Since the state number could be very large, we will decompose the extended state diagram into a 
number of sub-graphs based on the service types. Take the extended state diagram in Fig 4 for example. 
Assuming A2 is the end point of a service provided by the site. Starting with A2, search for all the 
previous states of A2, which are A3, A5 and A6. Continue the process, search for previous states of A3, 
A5 and A6 respectively, until the initial state is reached. Here the initial state is the state without coming-
in arrow. In Fig 4, A5 is the one. It should be noted that a state should not be its own pre-state in order to 
avoid falling into the infinite loop. Accordingly, we can get all the possible paths through which the users 
access to the service A2: A5–A2, A5–A1–A3–A2, A5–A1–A6–A2, A5–A1–A3–A6–A2. By all these 
paths, the sub-graph of service A2 can be done, just as shown in Fig 5.  
Figure 5  Sub-graph of Service A2 
Figure 6 Markov Model of  Service A2. 
It’s not difficult to convert the sub-graph in Fig 5 to the Markov model shown in Fig 6, which is the 
user behavior model. Each number marked next to each arrow indicates the transition probability between 
two states connected by the arrow. Transition probability can be calculated by the following formula:  
∑= ii AAP
where Ai donates the number of transition between arbitrary two states. If some transition probability is 
very small, it indicates that the users rarely use the link between these two pages (or states). In such 
circumstances, we set a threshold. The arrow between these two states will be neglected when the 
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probability is below the threshold [1]. 
5. Matrices of performance analysis 
Five matrices will be employed for the performance analysis.  
• Service path length. A short service path means that users can visit this service very conveniently 
and quickly, while a long one indicates that the users have to navigate through multiple pages to 
get the service. In this paper, service path length is described as the transition frequency in the 
Markov model. For example, if the access path is A5–A1–A6–A2, then the service path length of 
A2 is 3. Actually, the length of the path is not the same even if for the same service. For instance, 
in Fig 6, there are four possible paths to access service A2. Therefore, in this paper we describe a 
service path length from two statistics-the longest path and the shortest path. 
• Service response time. Service response time refers to the time between a user’s request to access a 
particular service and the server’s response. The field “timetaken” in log file reflects how long it 
takes the server to respond to a user request. From Markov models established above, we can 
calculate this indicator. As the service paths have different lengths, we will calculate minimum, 
maximum and average response time for each service in order to fully reflect the efficiency of web 
services. For example, for one service access path A5–A1–A6–A2, if the response time for A5–A1 
is 1029 millisecond, A1–A6 and A6–A2 are 300 and 1260 millisecond respectively, then the 
service response time for this particular access is 2589 millisecond. Considering that the statistical 
results are used in this paper, three kinds of data will be given as the longest, shortest and average 
response time.  
• Service utilization. A web site often provides some services, such as shopping, news, file upload, 
file download, BBS, etc. Service utilization of a particular service means the percentage of access 
frequency of this service. For example, according to the sub-graph established above, the access 
frequency of service A2 and A6 are 81 and 98 respectively. Assuming that the site’s main purpose 
is to provide these two services, the service utilization of A2 and A6 are 45% and 55% respectively. 
Service utilization reflects the user’s recognition of the service. This indicator can directly reflect 
whether the site designers achieve their goal.  
• Service implementation rate. Service implementation rate refers to the percentage of successful 
access frequency of a particular service out of intended access frequency of this service. This 
indicator can reflect the attractiveness of the service to users. It also indicates user’s loyalty to the 
service. From another point of view, it also reflects the wastage rate of the service (wastage rate=1-
implementation rate). The best example is a shopping site. Take purchasing a book as an example. 
After a serial activities like “search–add to shopping basket–to settlement center–pay”, a user 
finished his purchasing. In this service path, for whatever reason, as long as one part has a problem, 
the service will not completed, which means a loss of access. In the user behavior models built 
above, it is convenient to calculate this indictor. In Fig 6, the transition probability from initial state 
A5 is 0.369+0.207=0.576 while the transition probability to the final state A2 is 
0.207+0.018+0.074=0.299, so the service implementation rate of A2 is 0.299/0.576=52%.  
• Access error rate. Access error rate refers to the percentage of the number of unsuccessful access 
out of total access to the target site. Sometimes the user can not access the page or some elements 
of a page. The possible causes leading to this problem can be an unintentional design omission, 
network congestion, access permissions, browser compatibility, etc. this indicator can be 
calculated directly from one field in database file. The field “sc-status” in the database file is 
operation interpreted with HTTP or FTP terms, while 404 indicates page can’t be found. Therefore, 
we can get the indicator by calculating the record number whose sc-status field value is 404 and 
the total number of records in the file.  
6. Case study 
We use web application www.zjchess.com as an example to illustrate our method.  
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6.1 From Log File To Markov Models 
We get a service log file of March 31, 2009 as a basis for the work. The document was a complete 24-
hour user access records to the target web site. The file size is 7.1 MB. A fragment of the document is 
shown in Fig 7. The state diagram is shown in Fig 8. Since the number of state is quite large, the 
transition frequency can not be denoted next to each arrow, we put these numbers in Fig 9. Every column 
in the matrix denotes a module. There are total 32 modules as shown in Table II.  
Figure 7 A Fragment of Service Log File. 
Figure 8  State Diagram of Web Site of www.zjchess.com. 
The main services of the target web site are: 4- chess news, 8- ACM News and discussion, 12- ACM 
material Download, 19- Chess material Download, 24- on-line chess. According to the steps described in 
section 4, we can extract five extended state diagrams as the following.  
Figure 9 Transition Frequency Between States. 
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TABLE II      The Main Modules in Www.Zjchess.Com 
Main Modules in www.zjchess.com 
1   eternal web site 2   picture browse 
3   open file 4   chess news 
5  showerr.asp 6   programming 
7  ads  8   ACM news & discussion 
9  index.asp 10  Leisure 
11 home page of ACM 12  ACM material download 
13 query.asp  14  post.asp  
15 reg.asp  16  DV_getcode   
17 ACM training information 18  chess material download 
19 /bbs/viewFile.asp  20  http://www.zjchess.com/ 
21  universal BBS  22  /bbs/showimg.asp 
23  show.asp  24  on-line chess  
25  ACM monthly competition   26  login.asp 
27  /bbs/plus_popwan.asp 28  savefile.asp   
29 http://www.zjchess.com 30  /bbs/logout.asp 
31 computer world 32  zjr.asp  
Figure 10  User Behavior Model of Chess News. 
Figure 11 User Behavior Model of ACM Material Download. 
Figure 12 User Behavior Model of Chess Material Download 
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Figure 13 User Behavior Model of ACM News And Discussion 
Figure 14 User Behavior Model of On-line Chess 
Performance Analysis: 
Service response time(millisecond), see Table III; Service path length, see Table IV; Service 
Utilization Rate, see Table V; Service implementation rate, see Table VI; Access error rate: According to 
incompletely statistics of the service log file of March 31, 2009, the total record number is 55194, while 
the number of unsuccessful access is 2997. The access error rate is 5.43%. 
Table III      Response Time
Response time of each main service 
Service name shortest longest Average 
4:chess news 93 16795 2409 
8:ACM news and discussion 218 18904 2486 
12:ACM material download 515 14513 2071 
18:chess material download 62 46029 3315 
24:on-line chess 187 468 317 
Table IV      Service  Path  Length 
Path length of  each main service 
Service name shortest  Longest 
4:chess news 1 6 
8:ACM news and discussion 1 5 
12:ACM material download 2 6 
18:chess material download 1 5 
24:on-line chess 1 1 
Table V      Service  Utilization Rate 
Utilization of each main service 
Service name access frequency percentage 
4:chess news 180 56.4% 
8:ACM news and discussion 12 3.7% 
12:ACM material download 7 2.2% 
18:chess material download 117 36.7% 
24:on-line chess 3 0.9% 
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Table VI      Service Implemention Rate 
Implementation rate of each main service 
Service name Implementation rate 
4:chess news 64% 
8:ACM news and discussion 7% 
12:ACM material download 3% 
18:chess material download 32% 
24:on-line chess 100% 
6.2 Analysis of Experimental Results 
1). As a chess site, the access to services “chess news” and “chess material downloading” accounted 
for 93.1% (see table 6), which is quite normal. But another one of priorities in design phase as “on-line 
chess” was almost ignored by the users. The reason for this result is thought worthy for the web designers 
when optimizing the site. 2). The service path length of “chess news” is in a scope of large span, from 1 
transition to 6 transitions (as shown in table 4). Although the majority of users were through the shortest 
path (A20–A4) in their access to the service, about 40% of the users are not. Some problems could exist 
in design. 3). In table 3, we can see that the response time of service “chess material download” is the 
longest among the five major services. What factors led to this result should be the issue considered. 4). 
From table 6, we found that the service implementation rate of “ACM news and discussion” and “ACM 
material download” is much lower than others. 5). As shown in section 6.1, the access error rate within 24 
hours was up to 5.43%. In addition to the factors such as network congestion, some design omissions 
might exist, which needs further testing. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed an approach to build a web user behavior model based on the user’s 
browsing behavior, and on this basis, we evaluated the performance of target web site, and pinpointed 
some problems of the web site. It should be useful to the designers for optimization of the web site. In the 
near future, we will improve the user behavior model. We will also develop a prototype of the model to 
better support web site performance analysis. 
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